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Open source cleverness (OSINT) and internet reconnaissance are rich topics for infosec
specialists looking to find the best methods to dig through the abundance of details widely
available online. Oftentimes, the 1st stage of any security assessment?Provides a holistic
method of OSINT and Web recon, showing you how exactly to fit all the data together into

actionable intelligenceFocuses on hands-on tools such as TOR, i2p, Maltego, Shodan, Creepy,
SearchDiggity, Recon-ng, FOCA, EXIF, Metagoofil, MAT, and several moreCovers key complex

topics such as metadata searching, advanced browsers and power searching, online anonymity,
Darkweb / Deepweb, Social Network Analysis (SNA), and how to manage, analyze, and visualize

the data you gatherIncludes hands-on technical examples and case research, in addition to a
Python chapter that presents you how to create your own information-gathering equipment and

modify existing APIsis not provided enough attention by security specialists, hackers, and
penetration testers. Often, the info openly present is really as critical as the confidential data.
Hacking Web Intelligence shows you how to dig into the Internet and uncover the information

many don't even know exists. This reserve will bring in you to numerous new and leading-
advantage reconnaissance, info gathering, and open supply intelligence methods and

techniques, including metadata extraction tools, advanced search engines, advanced browsers,
power looking methods, online anonymity tools such as for example TOR and i2p, OSINT

equipment such as for example Maltego, Shodan, Creepy, SearchDiggity, Recon-ng, SOCIAL
NETWORKING Evaluation (SNA), Darkweb/Deepweb, data visualization, and much more. Hacking
Internet Intelligence can be an in-depth technical reference covering the methods and methods
you have to unearth open source information from the web and make use of it for the intended
purpose of targeted attack during a security assessment. Additionally, you will learn to secure
your details online to prevent it being discovered by these reconnaissance methods. The book

requires a holistic approach that is not only about using tools to find information online but also
how exactly to link all the information and transform it into presentable and actionable

intelligence.that is, reconnaissance?
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Painful process to pry away the.For god sake get yourself a ghost writer and present the subject
matter the respect it deserves. I believe the authors could possess assumed that the audience
could have some prior knowledge of the way the Internet works..Important thing: You need to
winnow a lot of grain to separate the wheat from the chaff, rendering it painfully laborious to
read.Unfortunately, the useful bits are obscured both by abysmal grammar and inability of the
authors to communicate complex tips (two related but extremely separate factors).When did
publishers end editing the books they put out, not just for elementary grammar but also for
topical clarity and relevancy? Great concept that has plenty of potential but unfortunately
suffers from an all circular insufficient commitment and poor execution. I would recommend it
for anyone in any legal work capacity. Great concept but poorly executed. TechGeeks have no
business writing - Get yourself a ghostwriter! Five Stars Very good book when doing judgment
recovery work.items of useful information There's some useful information here (plus some
that's nearly ridiculously elementary). This content is definitely rife with fundamental errors -
the article writer is supposed to be the main one with the consuming problem not the
editor.Move chapter one to the back seeing that an appendix. Chapter one will need more Sizzle
and make enthusiasm for absorbing the content not read like a glossary of terms. That would
make sense as it can be grammatically poor, hastily put together and generally confusing. That
would seem sensible as it is grammatically poor, hastily come up with and generally confusing
Was this translated from another vocabulary? I should finish the first chapter with a belief that if
I continue faithfully with each successive chapter, like breadcrumbs guiding me along the road
of knowledge it'll deliver upon its promise.
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